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dance at Fall Cal-Stewart, and it appears that he has succeeded!
~ITH last attended Cal-Stewart in 2004. Tony received a confir
mation from MTH representative Amy Grossman on April 26th.

Amy has also offered to help promote attendance at Cal-Stewart.

Due to the demolition of the Exhibition Hall and Annex, Cal
Stewart 2007 will be held in the Eastside Pavilion, shown in the

picture to the left, and the Conference Center at the comer of
Green Street and Euclid. The Pavilion is located behind the Con

ference Center and has good access for unloading and load
ing. With the combination of the Pavilion and Conference Cen
ter, we will have more square footage than in the past. The new
Convention Center is to be completed in 2009.
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UNCLAIMED TTOS-SWD
MEMBERSHIP CARDS MAILED

On February 16th, I mailed out all IS I
unclaimed Southwestern Membership
cards (2006-07) as of that date. South
western Membership cards unclaimed
since February 16th can be picked up at
the Registration desk at the monthly
Meets in Arcadia. We held off mailing
the unclaimed cards, hoping that Mem

bers would pick them up and save us the postage. However,
there are a lot of Southwestern Members who do not live in the

Southern California area, or who do not attend the monthly Meets.
We very much thank all of you for your continued support of the
Southwestern Division through your dues money. Send change
of address information to me at the above address and I will

forward the information to David Nissen, who keeps our Divi
sion Membership records.

MTH PLANS TO ATTEND CAL-STEWART 2007

2007 ELECTIONS FOR THE SOUTHWESTERN
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Members of the Southwestern Division Board of Directors

are voted in for two-year terms, and 2007 is an election year.
Some years ago, the Southwestern Board extended the term from
one year to two years, because it usually takes about one year
for new Board Members to come fully up to speed on the work.
Of course, you don't have to wait for an election year to volun
teer to serve on the Board. If you want to join the Board at any
time, I have the power to appoint you to the Board at any Board
Meeting, which is held once a month, usually the Tuesday or
Wednesday immediately following the monthly Meet. The
elected Executive Board consists of the President (me), Vice

President (Vince Garguilo), Treasurer (Mike Cunningham),
Recording Secretary (Larry Kirk), and Membership Secretary
(Donn Nelson). These are all elected positions, along with seven
Board Members. As vacancies occur with the elected Board, I

have the power to fill them. We need new people on the Board.
Contact me by phone or at a Meet if you want to serve.

Southwestern Member Tony Deneve has been in contact with
YITH to see if he could persuade them to resume their atten-

(continued on page 2)

Dues Are Due - July 1, 2007-You must be a current member to attend the picnic!!!

2007 National Convention August 5-12, 2007 Altoona, PA - See page 11



Welcome

Returning Members

Bruce Is On The Mend!

We are happy to report that Bruce Lazarus
had successful knee surgery and is on the
mend! Southwestern Division extends best

wishes to Bruce and Caregiver Elaine for
Bruce's continued recovery!

,I

TTOS NATIONAL OFFICE HAS ~10YED

After residing over 25 years in the Pasadena Athletic Club on
Walnut Street in Pasadena, our TTOS National office was forced

to find a new location when the building was sold and is to be
demolished. Thanks [0 the efforts of Southwestern :\Iember Bill

Corsello. who sporred an office for rent in Arcadia near our
monthly :\Ieeting HalL our :\:'ational office now has a new loca-
-on. Office manager Jane ~IacFadane reports that the new

office is about twice the size as the old office and the rent is

slightlyJess. Eventually-, surplus past TIOS souvenir cars will
be stored and will be available for sale and pickup out of this
office. The downside is that it is noisier and there is no free ...__

janitorial 5ef\ice. like lhe old office had. The new address is:
136 East Sanra Oara SL. =~._-\rcadia. 91006. The new phone
numbers are: (626) 57+ 7-t53. E-\.."X626) 574-7454. If you are

in the area, drop in. Office hours are 9am to lpm, M-F.

Happy Training,
Larry Pearson

Kimball and his wife Virginia are busy disposing of the left
over track, switches, accessories and other train related stuff that

the family did not want and the auction house did not want to
deal with selling. John felt that because TTOS is about operat
ing toy trains that we would be the best venue for getting track,
switches and accessories into the hands of enthusiasts who would

appreciate and use them.
We auctioned 14 lots of track, switches and accessories, mostly

post-war, at the May 6th Meet and netted after commissions al
most $400 for the Kimballs.

What remains is Buddy-L track and switches (some surface
rust) (4 curves, 26 straights, 3 switches needing work); 0-27,0
(2 & 3-rail), #lgauge, Standard, #2gauge (2-rail). The track is
marked Lionel, A-F, Ives, Bing, & Marklin. There are even a
few pieces of Lionel 2 7/8" track. Due to shipping costs, we
want the purchaser to pick up the Buddy-L track. Call me with
your needs and I will bring the track to a monthly Meet. John
Kimball informed me that they continue to find more train stuff
that we may be invited to sell.

•••••..

NicksTrains.com

THE WARD KIMBALL COLLECTION

President's Message continued from page 1

ANNUAL PICNIC DATE IS SATURDAY AUGUST ISTH

Steve Waller, LA Live Steamers (LALS) coordinator, has
secured this date for us, the third Saturday in August-Satur
day, August 18, 2007. Normally we are on the second Satur
day, but we had to move it a week later to avoid a conflict with
the TTOS National Convention in Altoona, Pennsylvania, which
had to move to the second week in August to secure its venue.
The picnic has grown every year we have had it, and we hope
that you will put this date on your calendar, and will be there.
It's great fun! Picnic Registration forms will be sent out along
with your annual Southwestern Division Dues Renewal notice,
usually mailed in early June. Look for it!

PAYING THE RENT

The Arcadia Masonic Center was forced to raise our rents 8

10% this year due to increased energy costs, especially during
the summer. What to do? We could raise our dues andlor our

table fees, but we feel that this would hurt our membership
numbers and Meet attendance. Our Membership numbers are
slightly down this year, but our table sales have been up con
siderably, especially when we don't have competition from other
train meets. On the May 6th Meet, we tried something new: we
sub-let the hall early in the morning (7:30-9:30am) to a group
ofHO sellers. The only requirement was that they purchase 51
million in liability insurance, since our TIOS liability insur
ance does not extend to non-TIOS groups. They rurned owr
to us $10 per table sold to help us with our rent and charged all
attendees (including TTOS Members) a $5 admission fee to
ward their advertising and insurance expenses. This arrange
ment worked out well for us, and we may do it again in the
future.

Most of you remember that after TTOS-SW Member Ward
Kimball passed away in 2002, his incredible antique toy train
collection was sold off by an east coast auction house for sey

eral million dollars; For those of you who never saw this col
lection, it can be viewed on McComas and Thouy's Great Toy
Train Layouts of America, Part I video from 1988. Although
almost all of Ward's trains were sold (except for a few trains
and accessories kept by the family), there is still a chance for
you to obtain some of Ward's train stuff! Ward's son John

Now accepting quality boxed trains for our Fall auction
Visit www.NicksTrains.com

or call (949) 305-TRAIN (8724) for details

Guy Gullo
Bob Knee

Robert Langton
Robert Meisner
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January and February Meets Busy

Below, Linda and Fred Kramer with grandchild enjoy watch

ing two trains whiz by on David Nissen's layout.

Check out these pictures from the Ian/Feb 2007 Meets: (left col
umn, in order) array of train "stuff' on the tables; a cab forward
engine pulls cars on David Nissen's layout; The Club layout
featured many trains (bottom two pictures) at the Meet. Mem
bers and guests always enjoy the operating layouts. After all, we
are the Toy Train OPERATING Society!!!.

01/07-12/07

1030 North Hollywood Way
Burbank, California 91505

(818) 842-3330
Outside (818), call (800) 572-9929

FAX (818) 842-4562
www.trainshack.com

~~

e~ ,.t1~ dedtt
AUTHORIZED FACTORY SERVICE

for LGB, Lionel, MTH, & Marklin

COME VISIT

The Train Shack
Service - Buy - Sell - Trade

One of the Largest Selection of Model
trains in Southern California

MTH, UONEL, WEAVER, K-L1NE, THIRD RAIL
ATLAS. LGB, MARKLlN, KATO, ATHEARN

ROUNDHOUSE, WALTHERS, THOMAS THE TANK & BRIO

Large Selection of
G, 0, HO, N, & Z Scales

Paints, Tools, Books, Videos, Audios, Scenery
Collectibles, Old & New
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Highlights of the March Spring Open House Meet

The Hall is busy at the March 2007 Open House Meet.

Mike Roman, in dark shirt, consults with Hollis Cotton on
the left.

SWD Vice President and Auctioneer Vince Garguilo (far left)

gets ready to start the Ma!ch 20076 Auction.
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This happy dealer displays his trains.

Mel Silverstein (left) and Roy Bell (right) greet one another
and show off items for sale.

Auctioneer Vince (left) consults with a seller about to put a set
in the Auction.



More from the Spring Open House Meet March 2007

1',

The Southwestern Division Layout team finishes setting up the

Club layout.

This Union Pacific Diesel pulled freight cars on the Club layout.

Larry Pearson hard at work at the Repair Clinic which he offers
at most Train Meets.

The SP Daylight on the Club layout.

David Kissen with SP Steam Passenger Train on his layout at
the March meet.

From On Track! the Official Newsletter of the California State

Railroad Museum, Winter/Spring 2007.
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March 2007 Open House Meet Drawing Winners

A special drawing was held for the public at the March 2007 Open
House meet. Oscar Segovia and his son were the lucky winners of
a Lionel Milwaukee Special Passenger Train set.

Don Stons
HO Santa Fe

Engine

Robert Sims

American Flyer
Car and

HO Passenger Car

John Stillman
Lionel Box Car

Bob Trimble
Lionel Hallmark

GGl

Larry Pearson
Weaver Box Car

Herb Mayer
CP-20 Rock Island

Larry Pearson
(again!)

2007 UP Calendar
& Note Cards

Victor Bracamontes

Lionel Operating
Log Dump Car

Not pictured: Jim Kenney, Lionel RIG Yellow Caboose; David Nissen, TTOS MTH 1989 Tank Car; Don Gatz, Lionel 1926 Catalog
Cover.
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LIONEL AND MTH SEEK SETTLEMENT
OVER 7-YEAR CASE

Lionel and MTH have agreed to non-binding mediation ilran eF

fort to end a seven-year struggle over O-gauge locomotive draw
ings allegedly stolen in South Korea.

Three appeals court judges faulted the Michigan court for al
lowing testimony from a University of Michican professor of
mechnical engineering, who testified that the drawings used by
Lionel's South Korean manufacturing partner, Korea Brass, were
partially copied from those stolen from MTH's South Korean
manufacturing partner Sarnhongsa.

The case has been a roller coaster ride for both companies. In
June 2004, a Michigan district court jury sided with MTH and
awarded the train manufacturer more than $40 million in damages
after it decided that Lionel wrongly used MTH's "trade secrets."

Lionel filed for bankruptcy protection in November 2004. Two
months later, Lionel filed an appeal in the trade-secret case.

The judicial panel also stated that a $12.8 million portion of the
jury award, which the jury had placed under the heading of "un
just enrichment," was excessive.

Lastly, the judicial panel reversed the lower court's granting of
an injunction requested by MTH against Lionel that has kept Lionel
from using the disputed locomotive plans to produce trains.

Lionel's bankruptcy judge, frustrated by the lack of closure in
the trade-secret case and the need for Lionel to emerge from bank

ruptcy protection after reporting a profit for 2006. in January 2007
strongly urged both sides to reach a settlement. In February 2007,
documents were filed in bankruptcy court stating that MTH and
Lionel agreed to mediation overseen by a bankruptcy judge of the
Southern District of New York.

ALLIED MODEL TRAINS
4411 Sepulveda Boulevard

Culver City, CA 90230

310-313-9353 Fax:310-313-9365

er or nos Southwest since
me, and the reputation of

cnons. Should you get serious
collection, please give me a call.

I will buy your entire collection, and you will receive
a fair price for each and every piece. Or, if you
prefer. I will sell your collection at auction.

ALLEN DRUCKER,110.5. No. 277

~

For convention information

and updates, check the TTOS
website at ttos@ttos.org

YOU MUST ASK
FOR TTOS RATES!

ALL THE WAY
TO ALTOONA, PA

FOR THE

TT052007
NATIONAL

CONVENTION
August 5-12, 2007

At the
Ramada Hotel and
Convention Center

(814) 946 1631 $89 per night

And the

Courtyard by Marriott
(814) 312 1802 $114 per night

01/07-12/07
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Editor's Note: The following article is from Fixed Voltage, the Newslettter of the New Mexico Division, Toy
Train Operating Society, No. 73, April 2007 and is by Tony Prozio #8618. Tony shares excellent information
regarding transformers. This may help you use transformers to best advantage on your layout.

rt SET BOTH "A" THROTTLESTO THE SAME VOLTAGE

.,J.'~
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@)0@)TONY'S TECH

REPORT
(It's time to go down the rabbit

hole,
Alice.)

#6 Red Pill or Blue
Pill?

In the movie, "The Matrix", the main
character is given a choice before finding out
the great truth about his existence. His choice
is to swallow either a red pill (that starts him
down an irreversible path to the truth) or a
blue pill (that returns him back to his mun-
dane, normal life). In a way, here you have the
same choice - you can keep reading and find out
some great things to do on your layout that aren't
simple, or return to your single loop of track and
display shelves. The choice is yours .....

e 've covered a number of topics
for building a good layout, there is still one funda-

. mental topic we need to address - multiple power
supplies. At this time, the biggest toy transformer
is the current production Lionel ZW "Mark II".
With four 180 power packs, the transformer can
deliver over 700 Watts of reliable power even af
ter many hours of operation.

For many people, this may be enough power.
But even if power is not an issue, the ZW II has
only two usable throttles like the original ZW.
Sure, there are four circuit controls, but two of
them were never designed to be used as train
throttles - they were meant to be set for accessory
voltages once and that's all. As a layout gets big
ger and bigger, more power is needed, but more
throttles may also be needed - perhaps one for
each loop. (NOTE: WITH TMCC YOU CAN
BUILD A LARGE LA YOUT WITH NO
THROTTLES EXCEPT FOR THE ONE ON THE

REMOTE CONTROL, BUT COMBINING
POWER SUPPLIES MAY STILL BE AN ISSUE

- SO READ ON.)

Putting multiple power supplies together re
quires a specific process. First, take two trans
formers you want to use together and identity the

ZW BACK
Figure 1. Phasing Wiring for a ZW and KW

COMMON connection (U on a ZW or KW) on
each. If you have trouble finding the common con
nection, read your transformer's instructions.
Next, connect (or "short" as we engineers say) the
common connections using a single heavy duty
wire as shown in Figure 1. Then connect an 18V
light bulb between two voltage connections of
similar value. It is best to use two variable sources
like the ZW and KW "A" connections shown in

the figure.

Now plug in both transformers into the
SAME wall socket and look at the lamp. If the
light is dim or off, the transformers are phased 
both "A" sources are about the same voltage, so
there's little or no light.

But, if the light is bright, there's a large volt
age difference between the two "A" connections.
How can this be if they're set to the same voltage?
To put it simply, AC current (that's what's coming
from PNM) is always bouncing back and forth
between the two wires going to the transformer
from the wall socket. When the transformers are

out of phase, it means one transformer's current is
bouncing one way while the other one has current
bouncing the other way. The upshot is that "A" on
one transformer may be ·10 volts, but the other is
actually MINUS 10 volts - a difference of 20
volts.

(Continued on next page)
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Tony's Tech Report (continued from page 11)
TO LAYOUT

(Continued on next page)

TO CONTROL
•• eANELS~TCHES

them now serve as common for the entire layout.
It is critically important to connect each trans
former to the strip with a wire sufficiently large to

Figure 2. Transformer Ganging

supplies. Figure 2 shows a schematic for the way
I usually gang transformers on my layout. Now,
you don't have to do things exactly the way I do
this is just a guide to give you some ideas.

In the schematic, the transformer COMMON
connections are all ganged into Grounding Strip 1.
This is an aluminum bar with multiple screw con
nections for connecting wires - get it at any hard
ware store in the electrical section. At this bar, the
transformer commons are all "shorted" and any of

I.G.·.'. c
.... ~-"

Figure 3. Some of the Many Grounding Strips in my Con
trol Panel

Once you have all· your transformers
phased, mark their plugs in some way so you
know how to plug them in correctly next
time. Of course, I HIGHLY recommend a
multiple outlet extension cord, a breaker bar
like those used for computers, or a custom
wired house circuit to keep all your trans
formers powered so you can turn them on
and off all together or at least only have to
unplug one cord.

Now back to the layout - with all your
transformers phased, all the COMMON con
nections serve the same purpose (and you remem
ber from the last article how important COMMON
is. Right?). So to make the best use of this, you'll
want to "gang" the COMMONs on all your power

The fIx is simple - unplug one of the
transformers from the wall socket, turn the
plug over (so you reverse the plug blades) and
plug it back in to the wall. The transformers
are now in phase and can operate safely to
gether on your layout.

But what if your transformer has a polar
ized plug (one blade wider than the other) and
you can't reverse it at the socket. First of all,
if it is an older transfqrmer, it shouldn't 
Lionel didn't use polarized plugs until the
1970s and they never used a grounded plug
(three prongs). If somewhere along the way,
the original plug was replaced with a polar
ized or grounded plug, you should replace it
with an un-polarized plug. If you're not com
fortable doing this, fmd a friend who is.

If you have a newer transformer that was
manufactured with a polarized plug, the wiring
should be correct to insure phasing if you use the
same house circuit for all your transformers. Now
this isn't always the case, and in fact, Lionel had a
bit of a fIasco with one of the fIrst batches of 180

Watt ZW II power supplies ~ade about six years
ago - the wiring was wrong and the packs could
not be phased without a special adapter that Lionel
had to provide ... but that's another story. Don't
replace a manufacturer's plug with a non
polarized one unless you have no other op
tions.
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The California State Railroad Museum has raised the nearly $600,000
needed to begin restoring Sierra Railway steam locomotive No.3 through
state and local foundations grants, the generosity of Museum members,
and residents living in the Sacramento region. Sierra No.3 is currently
dismantled for 1OO+year overhaul of its boiler required by Federal Rail
road Administration standards. Work on No.3 is expected to be com
pleted by April 2009. Sierra No.3 has appeared in many films.

(switch and UCS controllers, for example). Here,
all the COMMON leads are fmally ganged into
five 10 gauge wires with a capacity of 150 amps.
These wires then go to the layout and are dis
persed to several grounding strips that serve as
"substations". From these, smaller wires go to the
tracks and accessories.

That's it for this technical outing. In my
next article, we'll look at some transformer selec
tion schemes and talk about ergonomics - the
man-machine interface (your control paneI!).

For my three ZWs, I actually don't use
Grounding Strip 1 and instead take all the COM
MONS directly to an amp meter. In Figure 4, you
can see this meter on the control panel and the
back of the meter inside the control panel. It's
pretty obvious that this is one very large meter
with some very heavy connections. These meters

can be found at some of the shops I told you
about in Article #1 and the connectors can be

found at any hardware store.

I need to say this again, since it is VERY
IMPORTANT - GANGING TRANSFO
MERS WILL BE VERY HAZARDOUS IF
YOU DON'T USE THE RIGHT SIZE WIR

ING. We are going from the 16 to 20 gauge
realm of the "train set" and are in the 10 to

14 gauge "house" wires here. Stop thinking
"hobby shop" and start thinking "hardware

store". Go back to Article #2 and read it again if
you're not sure what wires to use.

Figure 4. Amp Meter on the Control Panel and Rear Side
Connectors

Tonv's Tech Report (continued from page 12)

carry the transformer's maximum output current
(we covered that in article #2).

Now for my personal touch - between
GroundingStrip 1 and Grounding Strip 2 is an AC
Amp Meter. I do this for two reasons - first, it
serves as a good layout "diagnostic" so I can see
how much current is being used and if there is a
short circuit somewhere. Second, an amp meter on
the control panel looks so cool! This is definitely
not mandatory and can actually cause some prob
lems - you need to fmd an amp meter than can
carry the current of ALL the transformers AND

you need to hook it up with wires that can carry
the maximum output of all the transformers. On
my layout, my three ganged ZW s are rated for a
total of 73 amps and I use 4 12-gauge wires to
carry that load.

From Grounding Strip 2, several wires are
used to take the current to the layout. Again, these
wires have to be big enough to collectively carry
the entire output of the ganged transformers. This
can mean a few large wires going to grounding
strips placed strategically under the layout (like I
have) or many small wires going to each power
connection. If you don't want the amp meter, you
can simply make connections from Grounding
Strip I to the layout and you won't need Ground
ing Strip 2.

Figure 3 shows a set of grounding strips in
side my control panel (it's built like a rolling cabi
net). Things are even a little more complex here
than I described - these strips are actually a final
gang· point for all COMMON leads going to the
layout. It also serves as a COMMQl;f point for
connections needed on the control panel itself
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TTOSGRADINGSTANDARDS

At an August 4, 2005 meeting, the Board of Directors of the Toy Train Operating Society, including your division presidents, voted to adopt grading standards for
use by TTOS members when offering trains for sale or trade. These standards were established in 2005 jointly by TCA, TIOS, and LCCA that in turn agreed to their
mutual use.

C-lO Mint

C-9

Factory New

C-8

Like New

C-7

Excellent

C-6

Very Good

C-5

Good

C-4

Fair

C-3

Poor

C-2

Restoration required

C-l

Junk Brand new, all original, unused and unblemished

Brand new, all original, unused, may have evidence offactory rubs and the slightest evidence of handling, shipping
and having been test run at the factory

Complete, all original, no rust, no missing parts, may show effects of being on display and/or age, may have
been run

All original, minute scratches and paint nicks, no rust and no missing parts, no distortion of component parts

Minor scratches and paint nicks, minor spots of surface rust, free of dents, may have minor parts replaced

Sign of play wear with scratches and minor paint loss, small dents, minor surface rust, evidence of heavy use

Scratched, moderate paint loss, dented, missing parts, surface rust, evidence of heavy use

Requires major body repair, heavily scratched, major rust and missing parts, restoration candidate

Parts value only

Standards for toy train and related accessory items apply to the visual appearance of the item and do not consider the operating functionality of the equipment. Restored!
refinished items must continue to be marked as such using pressure sensitive labels available from TTOS. Restored items cannot be graded above C-5. Condition
and grading standards are subjective, at best, and are intended to act as a guide. It is important and logical that wishful thinking not be allowed to influence the choice
of grade. We do not recognize multiple grades (ex. C6-C7). If multiple grades are specified, the lower grade will be used.

Grand Canyon Railroad Acquires SP&S 539 Steam
Engine
The Grand Canyon Railroad is the new home for Spokane. Portland &
Seattle Railway's steam engine 539. The following is an excerpt from
an article in T.T.O.S. Grand Canyon Division Main Line April, 2007,
vol. 16, no. 4, reprinted from the Columbian (Vancouver, WA). Picture

is from Main Line May 2007, vol. 16no. 5

... While it marked the end of the line for the SP&S 539's
care.er asa local landmark [in Vancouver, Washington], Friday's
transition from engine to freight sets the stage for a bright fu
ture. The 90-year-old heirloom will get to be a steam locomo
tive again. The SP&S 539 is being acquired by the Grand Can
yon Railroad, which runs daily tourist excursions to the south
rim of the Arizona canyon. "It was designed to run, and that's
the only place to do it," owner Brian Fleming of Longview said
Friday afternoon, standing near the railroad tracks running along
Grace avenue. "It's the most successful tourist railroad in the

United States, and the only tourist railroad with the capacity to
run this size engine in scheduled service," Fleming said. "It has
a brighter future now than it's ever had."
(Editor's note: the 539 will be rebuilt in the shops of the Grand
Canyon Railroad. See unloading picture above.)
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From Pacific Railroad Society, Inc:s Wheel Clicks,
March 2007, courtesy of Peter Beam:

CLR~ ""ER L~lO~ PACIFIC LOCOMOTIVES
The first of 60 locomotives that \vill reduce emissions by 80

percent and use 16 percent less fuel arrived on Jan. 31 at the
" Union Pacific,-Railroad yard in Commerce. The 60 low-emis

sion diesel engines, called Genset, will be delivered to the rail
road through July. \Vednesday's ceremony incluch.'''da dedica
tion from Commerce :\layor -"'aney Ramos.

In 2005. Lillon J>a...--mc locomotives used 1.3 billion gallons
of diesel fue:" L'"Psaid me ~_:OO-horsepower low-emission en
gines "ill S.eIyeCUSTOmersand replace the 95 low-horsepower
engines the company currenrly uses to deliver goods across the
country.

Reducing emissions from engines is a priority of the Environ
mental Protection Agnc)". said Francisco Arcaute, an agency
spokesman. The agency ,,'ould like to reduce emissions from
more than 11 million diesel engines by 2014, he said.
[Info from Railroad .Vewsline via ken Ruben]

ANGELS FLIGHT - ALL ABOARD?
On January 23 Angels Flight operators announced that the

funicular connecting Bunker Hill and the Historic Core of down
town Los Angeles would run again by the end of summer. Lead
ers of the Angels Flight Railway Foundation, the private non
profit that oversees the railroad, announced that the third and
final phase in their $2.6-million restoration process has begun
and that all funding needed for repairs has been raised ....
[Info from L.A. Downtown News]

Attend the T.T.O.S. National Convention
in Altoona, Pennsylvania

August 5-12, 2007


